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ABSTRACT Highly automated vehicles are making their way towards implementation in many modes of
transportation, including shipping. From the safety perspective, it is critically important that such vehicles
or the operators overseeing them maintain their sense of the environment, also referred to as situational
awareness. The present study investigates the worldwide research effort focusing on situational awareness
for autonomous transport and explores how the maritime domain could benefit from it. The results indicate
that most of the research originates from the automotive sector, but the topic is developing fast in other
transportation modes too. Some findings have been shared across the modes of transportation, but only to
a limited extent. Although technology development is performed based on the achievements within basic
research domains, there has been little feedback from applied sciences. Similarly, collaborative research is
not strongly developed.
INDEX TERMS Autonomous transportation, autonomous vehicles, safety of transportation, scientometrics,
situation awareness.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the Fourth Industrial Revolution ongoing, more and
more systems are being automated. This overall trend across
industrial sectors has also led to intense activity in various
transportation modes to develop and implement autonomous
transport systems [1]. Regardless if one decides to call it
automation or autonomy [2], the key defining features of
these developments are the increased implementation of digital functions, the extensive interconnectivity, along with
hardware and software making decisions and performing
tasks (including safety-critical ones) without the direct control of a human operator. The envisaged benefits of these
developments involve enhanced overall safety performance,
more operational flexibility, increased profitability, as well
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as improved operators’ safety and well-being often being
highlighted [3].
There are already numerous exemplary developments
toward vehicles having the capability to achieve their goals
autonomously. For instance, several models of driverless
cars have been admitted to regular traffic in the U.S. [4]
and crewless suburban trains and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) have been operationally deployed as
well [5], [6]. There are other more or less market-ready solutions [7]. Some technical solutions do not require a qualified
driver to be on board (trains, AUVs), while others enable an
operator to relax his/her mental workload from the actual
operation. While this allows for transferring the operator’s
attention to different tasks, there still remains a question about
the role and performance of human intervention in the system.
Of particular importance are situations where specific external or internal conditions are met, which cannot be handled by
an automated control system [8]. In such cases, a hand-over
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of control to the operator is required to maintain the safety of
the system [9].
A necessary condition for a successful hand-over in such
situations is that the operator maintains a suitable degree
of situational awareness (SA) [10]. The same is a prerequisite in other circumstances including routine supervision and
emergencies [11]. SA is usually understood as a perception
of the elements in the environment within a volume of time
and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the
projection of their status in the near future [12]. However,
alternative definitions exist, too [13]–[15]. Research on this
phenomenon is multi-faceted and investigates the very nature
of SA and cognitive processes involved [16], as well as
conditions for maintaining or gaining it [17].
Situational awareness has been considered a critical aspect
of the safe operation of autonomous transportation systems [18]. However, there currently is no work that provides
a comprehensive overview of the various topics addressed
within this research domain. In particular, there is a lack
of work aimed to bridge the different research communities. Meanwhile, knowledge about developments and findings
made in other domains can be beneficial to accelerate developments and avoid duplication of research efforts.
Considering the above, this article aims to analyze and
map research trends in situational awareness of autonomous
vehicles. While our scope includes all transportation modes,
we will focus on the maritime domain, as the implementation
of autonomous solutions in commercial shipping is lagging
behind other modes of transportation [19]. Certain existing solutions and insights obtained in other domains could
potentially be adopted in other ones [20] including maritime,
perhaps with necessary modifications [21]. To facilitate this
cross-domain information exchange, and to spur developments as well as new lines of research in the maritime domain,
this article presents a high-level analysis of the research on
situational awareness for autonomous transportation systems
and a subsequent discussion on research directions for the
maritime domain.
To this end, the focus is on answering the following specific
research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What are the general trends in situational awareness
research related to autonomous transport?
RQ2: How did the research topics on situational awareness
in the context of autonomous transportation evolve over time?
RQ3: What are the apparent research gaps in the maritime
domain in comparison with other transportation modes?
RQ4: What journals and scientific disciplines have contributed to the research domain on situational awareness for
autonomous transportation systems?
RQ5: What cooperation patterns can be identified between
institutions active in SA-related research focusing on maritime autonomous transport systems?
In order to answer these questions, a scientometric analysis methodology is applied to a dataset of research papers
focusing on SA of autonomous vehicles across various modes
of transportation. In the scientific transportation literature,
50048

several studies utilizing a scientometric [22]–[24] or bibliometric [25] approach can be found. Nevertheless, the vast
majority of those are related to one, selected transportation
mode. These works are mainly focused on safety-related
issues [26]–[28] and environmental protection [29]–[32].
Concerning transportation research, some authors have
applied a scientometric approach to obtain insights into various aspects of the evolution of these domains of research.
These however more generally address Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and autonomous vehicles [1], [33]
without a specific focus on situational awareness. In the
maritime domain, scientometric analyses have also been
conducted mainly concerning environmental protection and
safety [27], [34], [35] as well as some very specific topics of port logistics [36], [37] and hydrodynamics [38].
To the authors’ best knowledge, there are no scientometric
or bibliometric attempts to the situational awareness problem to date, particularly in a transportation cross-domain
setup.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the materials and methods, setting the stage
for obtaining the results, which are presented in Section 3.
A discussion is provided in Section 4, whereas Section 5 concludes.

II. DATA AND METHODS
A. DATASET CONSTRUCTION

The approach to establishing a suitable dataset for subsequent
scientometric analysis in this article follows the framework
and associated best practices as elaborated in [39]. In line with
this, the adopted research procedure is schematically depicted
in Figure 1. This can be divided into three consecutive stages:
i) preliminary research and query design; ii) data gathering
process; iii) data filtering process. Web of Science (WoS)
was used as a source of the papers’ metadata. WoS is widely
recognized as a reliable and high-quality database containing
bibliographic information of scientific literature [40]. It was
previously used in many scientometric [41], [42] as well as
transportation studies [23]. The three stages of Figure 1 are
briefly elaborated on next.
First, an exploratory search using various keywords related
to the topic of the study was made. Afterwards, the initial
results obtained using the selected keywords were manually validated. This allowed for considering various lexical
forms of each keyword used and eventually preparation of an
appropriate notation using wildcards. Subsequently, the query
given below in WoS-syntax [43] was adopted. This search
combines three subsets concentrated on the matters essential
for the study, i.e., research on situational awareness in the
context of autonomous transportation systems.
TS = ((semi-autonom∗ OR autonom∗ OR
automat∗
OR
remot∗
OR unmanned OR
∗ actuated OR driverless OR
uncrewed OR
crewless) AND (ship$ OR vessel$
OR
vehicle$ OR drone$ OR robot∗ OR craft$ OR
VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 1. The procedure of data collecting and filtering.

train$ OR ∗ bus$ OR car$ OR ∗ plane$) AND
(situation∗ AND aware∗ ))
This search query was adopted in the preliminary research
stage to increase the relevance of the obtained dataset of
the papers, as well as to reduce workload in the subsequent
stages. The initial search was conducted in the first week of
2021 through the WoS Core Collection SCI-EXPANDED,
SSCI, CPCI-S, and CPCI-SSH indexes. The topic search (TS)
tag was used to provide a wide range of target fields among
WoS, namely titles, abstracts, author keywords, and KeyWords Plus.
The second phase of the dataset construction process consists of performing a final search in the WoS database. This
resulted in 2,043 papers. This number contains documents
published up until the end of 2020. Early access papers
(22 items) have been omitted.
Thirdly, an expert validation process has been performed
to gather the final data sample containing solely the documents related to the topic of the research. This was made
manually by the first and second authors, by browsing titles,
abstracts, and keywords of the papers. This allowed considering the polysemy phenomenon (multiple meanings of
a single word) for the keywords used in the search query.
As some words may have different meanings despite the
same spelling, it is necessary to reject the papers which were
collected using the search query but are unrelated to the topic
of the study. A prime example occurring in this paper is the
word vessel. It can appear, for instance, in both the maritime
(autonomous vessel, stand-on vessel, etc.) and medical (blood
vessel, collateral vessel, etc.) professional lexicon. Therefore,
only the documents that were related explicitly to SA and
transportation utilizing intelligent vehicles were added to the
final dataset after manual validation. The papers assessed as
irrelevant due to their main topic (e.g., surgery, general psychology, surveillance/reconnaissance usage of autonomous
agents) were removed at this stage.
The finally resulting data sample containing 659 articles
was obtained, with characteristics as analyzed using the R
package Bibliometrix [44], depicted in Table 1. It is seen that
the articles originate from a very wide variety of journals,
VOLUME 10, 2022

TABLE 1. Descriptive information of the dataset on situation awareness
research.

with many authors contributing to the articles. This suggests that research on SA for automated transport is rather
dispersed. Finally, the collaboration index is comparatively
high, and articles are frequently authored by multiple authors,
which may suggest that the research is performed through
multidisciplinary teams.
As a final step, all papers are assigned to a specific
transportation mode (road, rail, air, space, maritime). Papers
belonging to more than one domain, or those which cannot
be directly assigned to only one transportation mode were
preliminarily marked as mixed. These are later assigned to
each mode mentioned within the main body of the article
text. The documents which were found relevant for this study
but did not directly mention any mode of transportation (but
50049
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could be applied to SA in unmanned vehicles in general) were
assigned to the general group.
B. ANALYSIS METHODS

Several scientometrics methods have been applied to obtain
answers to the research questions listed in Section 1.
As explained in more detail in [39], scientometric analysis
concerns the application of quantitative methods to detect
patterns, trends, and developments of a scientific body of
work. These quantitative methods rely on the calculation of
specific metrics, which are subsequently visualized or tabulated, allowing an interpretation of the contents, structure, and
developments of aspects of interest concerning the research
domain.
General publication trends associated with the research
outputs (RQ1) are obtained using simple counts of publications per year and per transportation mode category. These are
visualized using elementary diagrams. The high-level narrative patterns in and temporal evolution of the research domain
(RQ2) are identified using the visualization of similarities
technique [45]. This technique quantitatively analyzes similarities between the documents in the dataset, according to
the selected data category, in this case, the author keywords.
The VOSviewer software [46] determines citation networks
in which the distance between the nodes indicates how closely
these are linked, while the size of the nodes corresponds to
the number of documents associated with that node. A colour
overlay is applied to the nodes and links in this network,
which provides insight into when the keywords appeared in
the dataset. This is calculated based on the average publication year of the documents in which a keyword occurs.
The gap in the SA-related research in the maritime domain
compared to other research domains (RQ3) is identified by a
cross-domain analysis of the top keywords. The identification
of the journals and scientific disciplines contributing to the
research domain of SA for autonomous transport systems
(RQ4) is performed using the dual-map overlay analysis [47].
This map shows the interconnections between over 10,000
journals, which are visually clustered in regions representing scientific disciplines. The dual-map overlay enables one
to obtain insights into how specific domains of knowledge
(citing articles) are influenced by other domains (cited articles), where the latter can be regarded as the intellectual
basis of the research domain in focus. This analysis is performed using CiteSpace [48] using an existing journal-based
dual-map overlay [49]. The visualization is performed using
VOSviewer [46]. Finally, the cooperation patterns between
countries and institutions active in SA-related research for
maritime autonomous transportation systems (RQ5) are identified by manually aggregating data on authors’ affiliations.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the results of the scientometric analysis are
presented. Firstly, the high-level overview of publication
trends among all transportation modes is elaborated. This
has been made with respect to the breakdowns into relevant
50050

transportation modes. Secondly, the temporal evolution of
the keywords is presented in order to determine the key
research themes and focus topics, which have attracted the
most attention in the scientific community. An analysis of
keywords represented in the maritime domain compared to
other transport modes is made to identify gaps and research
opportunities in the maritime domain. Thence, the main journals and the information flow between scientific disciplines
relevant to the research on SA of autonomous transport are
identified. Finally, the collaboration between countries and
institutions was investigated with a focus on the maritime
domain.
A. GENERAL PUBLICATION TRENDS
OF THE RESEARCH DOMAIN

The first scientific articles relevant to the current study are
indexed in the WoS database in 1995, see Figure 2. Within
the next 20 years, the number of articles increased by around
20 per year. In 2016, there was a major leap in the number of
publications, reaching an annual number of about 80 articles.
Throughout the period 2016-2019, the total number of scientific papers has tripled, from about 200 in 2015 to over 600 in
2019. In 2020, the number of research papers went down to
46, but this can be attributed, at least to some extent, to delays
in WoS indexing.

FIGURE 2. The breakdowns of the SA-related papers on autonomous
systems, per transportation mode, and the temporal evolution of their
total number.

This general yearly upward trend may be explained by
the progressive technology development and maturing of
autonomous technologies. Another explanation can be found
in the overall increase in scientific output across academic
disciplines [48], which has been observed as well in other
subdomains of transportation (Modak et al. 2019) and safety
research [37]. As much attention has recently been dedicated
to autonomous vehicles both by industry and academia [49],
the increased number of research papers related to situational
awareness is not particularly surprising.
As can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, almost half
of all the research concerning SA related to autonomous
transportation is focused exclusively on road transport
(316 articles, 48%). A significant number of articles have
also been devoted to studying the subject of aviation
VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 3. Breakdown of SA-related papers reporting on multiple
transportation domains.

(150 papers, 22.8%). Around 50 (7.6%) articles concerned
more than one form of transportation (the ‘mixed’ category).
These articles were then assigned to the relevant modes concerned, based on information in the main body of text. Only
60 articles (9.1%) originate from the maritime application
domain.
As can be observed from Figure 4, throughout the first
20 years, most focus on SA for autonomous systems was
given in the aviation (93) and road (87) transportation modes.
Since 2016, the ‘road’ category has consistently dominated
the others, with the number of articles on this transport mode
seeing an especially marked increase. The figure also shows
that research activity on automation and situational awareness in the maritime domain dates back as far as 1995, but
significant activity has only been given to the topic from
2016 onwards. This coincides with the period in which several major industrial and academic projects on autonomous
vessels were implemented [50].

keywords started to occur more frequently, such as: ‘autonomy’ (19), ‘autonomous’ (9), and ‘autonomous systems’ (8).
Subsequently, research appears to have concentrated on
aspects related to the specific modes of transportation. The
early focus was mainly on aerial and underwater vehicles,
while later on research concerning road vehicles dominated. This can be observed by inspecting terms like ‘UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)’ (65), ‘autonomous/automated
driving’ (57), ‘unmanned aerial systems’ (18), ‘autonomous
underwater vehicle’ (11), and ‘conditionally automated driving’ (6). From 2014 onwards, issues related to human presence in automated transportation systems have increasingly
been explicitly explored, as can be observed through terms
such as ‘situation awareness’ (79), ‘human automation interaction’ (28), ‘human factor’ (25), and ‘human-machine interface’ (12).
Looking beyond the generic terms related to automation, the human element, and specific terms within transport
domains, several high-level research themes can be observed
in the study domain. The first theme concerns situation prediction and data science, with terms such as ‘scene perception’, ‘object detection’, and ‘deep learning’. A second
important theme is collision avoidance, with terms such as
‘obstacle avoidance’, ‘path planning’, and ‘swarm robotics’.
The recent cluster associated with the road transport domain,
with key terms around automated driving and take-over, contains a number of experiment-oriented focus topics related
to ‘driver behavior’, ‘driving simulation’, ‘eye-tracking’, and
‘secondary tasks’. It also contains psychological aspects
related to trust in automation, with keywords such as ‘trust’,
‘mental model’, and ‘acceptability’. Perhaps somewhat surprising are terms associated with the safety of autonomous
transportation. For instance, ‘safety’ and’ ‘reliability’ have
only very recently become explicit focus issues in the domain.
C. RESEARCH GAPS IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN

FIGURE 4. Breakdown of the evolution of SA-related papers on
autonomous systems, per transportation mode.

B. RESEARCH TOPICS ANALYSIS

As seen in Figure 5, the earliest occurring keywords,
until 2012, concerned general terms such as ‘human-robot
interaction’ (20 occurrences), ‘unmanned (vehicle)’ (16),
‘supervision’ (13), or ‘robotics’ (5). With time, some less
robot-related and more automation- and autonomy-oriented
VOLUME 10, 2022

As one of the key aims of this study is to identify the position
of autonomy-related maritime situation awareness research
in relation to other transportation modes, the most frequently
found keywords used within the maritime domain are given
separately in Table 2. Therein, the keywords are ranked by
the frequency of their appearance in the documents.
Further analysis of the keyword occurrences within each
transportation mode enabled listing the terms which appeared
in other modes but are missing in the maritime category.
Table 3 collates those, ranked by their occurrences. The table
is limited only to the keywords with at least 8 occurrences.
Some of the keywords listed are mode-specific (e.g., ‘automated driving’, ‘unmanned aerial systems’), and their lack of
appearance in the maritime domain is understandable. However, several aspects of automation and situation awareness
can be related to the maritime domain, but have not yet
received explicit research attention in this domain. This concerns topics such as ‘human-computer interaction’, ‘situation
prediction’, ‘take-over’, and ‘scene perception’. Methodological topics such as ‘eye-tracking’ and ‘driving simulation’,
50051
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FIGURE 5. Keywords map of SA-focused research on autonomous transportation systems, color overlay according to the average publication year;
dataset as in Section 2.1, terms with minimum 5 occurrences.

TABLE 2. The keywords used in maritime transportation-focused papers
on SA and autonomy.

and psychological issues of user and public acceptance, such
as ‘trust’ have also not been given much attention in the
maritime domain, and could therefore be given more focus.
D. JOURNALS’ DISTRIBUTION AND INTELLECTUAL BASE
OF THE RESEARCH DOMAIN

A dual-overlay analysis is made to identify highly productive
and highly cited journals in the research domain on situational
50052

awareness for autonomous transport systems, as well as the
associated scientific disciplines. The results are shown in
Table 4 and Figure 6.
Table 4 shows that both the top-10 productive and cited
scientific sources include journals and conference proceedings that focus on psychological aspects of SA as well
as on the various technical dimensions. Journals such as
‘Transportation Research Part F – Traffic Psychology and
Behaviour’, ‘Human Factors’, ‘Accident Analysis and Prevention’, ‘Applied Ergonomics’, and ‘Transportation automation in transport is published in conference proceedings,
of which the ‘International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems’ is the most influential.
This indicates that the rapidly developing field of
automation in transport is widely discussed in face-to-face
circumstances, with the associated results published and recognizable worldwide.
Figure 6 shows the scientific disciplines on the dualoverlay global science map by [49]. These disciplines are
grouped based on a clustering of the underlying journals. The
connecting lines between the citing domains (e.g., ‘1. mathematics, systems, mathematical’) and the cited domains (e.g.,
‘a. systems, computing, computer’) provide insights into
which scientific disciplines are represented in the research
domain, and from which sources these draw their knowledge to create new applications and knowledge. Hence,
this dual map overlay analysis provides insights into the
VOLUME 10, 2022
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TABLE 3. Overview of top-cited and top-productive journals.

knowledge underlying the field. It is seen that the most-cited
documents are associated with psychology-related domains
rather than engineering ones. The most significant WoS
categories include ‘Ergonomics’, ‘Behavioral Sciences’,
‘Applied Psychology’, and ‘Industrial Engineering’, with categories related to transportation and engineering less represented. It is noteworthy that the more recently published
articles have on average received more citations per year than
the older ones, indicating the fast development of the field in
recent years and a tendency to focus on recently published
literature.
E. RESEARCH COLLABORATION

intellectual basis of the domain of SA for automation in
transport domains. The figure indicates that in this domain,
psychology- and technology-related research mainly influences the same field through its citation patterns. Only some
knowledge from psychology journals is used (cited) in the
context of technology journals, but there does not appear
to be a reciprocal relationship between these. This can be
inferred from the thick lines (associated with high z-scores)
between ‘g. psychology, education, social’ to ‘6. Psychology,
education, health’ and ‘a. systems, computing, computer’ to
‘1. mathematics, systems, mathematical’ in the lower figure,
and the weaker lines from ‘g. psychology, education, social’
to ‘1. mathematics, systems, mathematical’ in the top figure.
These results suggest that tighter integration between these
fields could be beneficial to further developing the application domains.
Table 5 depicts the top-10 most-cited documents within
the sample along with their scientific categorization as
per WoS categories. Based on general scientometric practices [39], these articles can be seen as the key drivers for
the domain in focus. These can serve as a good starting
point for early career researchers and industrial developers
to understand and explore influential developments and
VOLUME 10, 2022

Usually, industrial and scientific work for advanced technology development and work on understanding human cognition is executed in public or private research institutions. Both
institutional and national policies affect research trends and
outputs [51]. It is therefore interesting to explore research
collaborations between countries/regions and institutions,
to identify leading contributors, and facilitate further collaborations. In particular, countries and institutions focusing on
transport domains where the research has not yet been extensively developed can benefit from insights related to research
collaborations to define policies and find research partners,
see e.g., Cheng and Ouyang (2021). Referring to RQ5, these
country-related and institutional trends are commonly quantified by investigating the affiliations of the authors of the
papers [39].
Table 6 lists the countries contributing to the papers related
to the work on situational awareness for autonomous systems
in the maritime domain. As can be seen, the highest contributor is the United States of America, whose institutions
have contributed to 27 out of 78 maritime papers in total.
The second-ranked contributor was the United Kingdom with
12 documents, and Norway with 11. Only countries with at
least three papers affiliated are listed.
Figure 7 depicts the country-level collaborations. The
order of the countries is based on the ranking presented
in Table 7. The numbers on the main diagonal state how
many times the papers originated from an institution or
institutions related solely to a certain country. As can
be seen, institutions based in the USA tended to work
either by themselves or cooperate with other US-based ones
(22 times out of 27). The Norwegian-based institutions followed the same trend (8 documents out of 11). The country
with the highest diversity in terms of cooperating institutions
was Germany, having links with institutions from 8 different
countries. It is of note that countries with relatively few papers
assigned to their institutions published only in collaboration
with institutions from other countries, for instance, France,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Malaysia, Singapore, and Spain. Moreover,
the most productive countries seldom cooperate with each
other but rather involve less active ones in the cooperation
network.
Table 7 depicts the contribution of specific institutions to
SA-related research on autonomy in the maritime domain.
50053
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TABLE 4. The keywords used in maritime transportation-focused papers on SA and autonomy.

TABLE 5. Overview of the most cited documents and their WoS characteristics.

Note that only institutions contributing at least 2 papers are
listed. Each institution has its country of affiliation added
in the second column. Out of those, the highest contributor
50054

was the Norwegian University of Science & Technology with
eight papers, followed by the United States Department of
Defense contributing five documents in total, and Heriot-Watt
VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 6. Dual-map overlay of SA-related research for autonomous transport systems.

University in the United Kingdom with four. It is noteworthy
that this differs from the USA being ranked #1 as a whole.
Thus, it indicates that the maritime SA-related research is
distributed across multiple institutions in the USA, whereas
in Norway, as in most other countries, the research is more
concentrated in specific institutions.
Figure 7 depicts the country-level collaborations. The order
of the countries is based on the ranking presented in Table 7.
The numbers on the main diagonal state how many times the
papers originated from an institution or institutions related
solely to a certain country. As can be seen, institutions
based in the USA tended to work either by themselves or
cooperate with other US-based ones (22 times out of 27).
The Norwegian-based institutions followed the same trend
(8 documents out of 11). The country with the highest diversity in terms of cooperating institutions was Germany, having
links with institutions from 8 different countries. It is of note
that countries with relatively few papers assigned to their
institutions published only in collaboration with institutions
from other countries, for instance, France, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Malaysia, Singapore, and Spain. Moreover, the most productive countries seldom cooperate with each other but rather
involve less active ones in the cooperation network.
VOLUME 10, 2022

IV. DISCUSSION
A. REFLECTIONS ON FINDINGS OF THE
SCIENTOMETRIC ANALYSES

The performed research indicates that the studies on situation
awareness of autonomous vehicles are gaining popularity
likely due to the ongoing development of the technology.
These developments occur in all modes of transportation,
but some are advancing faster. In particular in road and air
transportation, with the maritime domain seeing a recent
surge in activity as well.
On the other hand, situational awareness of autonomous
trains does not develop as fast. This might be caused by the
relative simplicity of this mode where it can be designed in
complete spatial isolation from other uses of the land, just as
is the case of subway systems. Therein, the need for gaining
and maintaining situational awareness is likely regarded as
limited. A similar tendency may be observed in the space
category. Despite this type of transportation being much more
advanced than rail, as the environment in which a vehicle
operates, not all researchers consider space as a branch of
transportation. For instance, the US Bureau of Transportation
Statistics does not provide any data on extraterrestrial transportation, likely because of its marginal role [62]. Therefore,
50055
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TABLE 6. Country-level affiliations of authors of maritime transportation
papers on SA and autonomy.

TABLE 7. Country-level affiliations of authors of maritime
transportation-focused papers on SA and autonomy.

for autonomous cars a feasible reality in the foreseeable
future, may explain this sudden marked increase. The disproportionate number of articles on SA for road vehicle
autonomy may also be explained by the fact that it is the most
common transport mode, where large profits may be expected
if high levels of autonomy are safely achieved [64].
Only a fraction (7.6%) of scientific documents published
considered more than one mode of autonomous transportation. This shows that there is much room for the exchange of
ideas and research findings between the associated scientific
communities. The scholarly work focusing on the maritime
domain has seen a marked increase since 2016, but overall
represents a relatively small body of work compared to road
and air transportation.
2) RESEARCH TOPICS ANALYSIS
FIGURE 7. Collaborations within the maritime domain between
institutions by country active in the research domain on SA. Note that the
total cooperation number may be greater than the total number of
papers, as some papers are written by authors affiliated with institutions
located in more than two countries.

many works about SA in space transportation could be omitted, which probably disrupts the share of paper belonging to
a particular transportation mode in time.
The following subsections provide summaries and reflections on the research questions raised in the introduction.
1) GENERAL PUBLICATION TRENDS

The research on situational awareness for autonomous
transport systems is dominated by research focusing on road
transport. It has seen a great increase in the number of papers
published since 2016. It is noteworthy that Tesla Autopilot, the most famous driverless control system, was first
introduced in 2014, although with limited capabilities [63].
This industrial development, which may make the prospects
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The research of situation awareness of autonomous vehicles in general developed from investigating very general
terms to more domain-specific and human-oriented. This may
indicate a developing specialization of the research and a
growing interest in investigating human’s role in autonomous
transportation. The former is supported by the finding that a
relatively low number of research papers address more than
one mode of transportation with regard to its autonomy and
SA. Situation awareness, which is in itself a generic term, is
studied separately for the particular modes of transportation
which can reflect the fact that those that perform the research
are focused on their respective domains.
It is of note that the very purpose of implementing autonomy in transportation was to limit human involvement [65].
Paradoxically, the more developed autonomous (sometimes
referred to as unmanned, driverless, or crewless) vehicles are
and the less they need humans to operate, the more research
is devoted to analysing the role humans play in the system.
This can indicate the importance of the concepts known
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as ironies of automation [66], [67] or the widely discussed
lumberjack effect [68], [69]. These underline the potential
negative effects that increased automation (or autonomy) can
have on the safety performance of the system. In this context,
it is noteworthy that only very recently, the focus has been
explicitly directed to safety in relation to automation, situational awareness, and transport.
3) RESEARCH GAPS IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN

SA-oriented research in the maritime domain is focused on
technical rather than psychological or cognitive processes.
Some other issues have not yet been investigated in maritime,
or at least results of such elaborations have not been published
in WoS-indexable documents.
As can be seen through the comparison of Tables 2 and 3,
issues investigated within the maritime domain and in other
transportation modes are quite different. It is sometimes
raised that the maritime domain lags behind other modes
in terms of research on autonomy and that it therefore can
learn from these more developed domains [21]. However, the
results indicate that this has not yet been put into practice.
This may be because the maritime domain is so different
that these insights are difficult to implement, or due to more
practical reasons such as lack of appropriate funding sources
or other incentives to stimulate such knowledge exchange.
As for situation awareness itself, it can be noticed that
in the maritime domain it was seldom associated with the
keywords related to cognitive processes or human-oriented
terms. Rather, the analysis of the keywords suggests that
it was studied along with more technical or general issues.
Even though humans are often blamed for causing accidents [70], [71] research on their actual performance is
rather scarce [72]. Meanwhile, outside the maritime domain,
SA was more often studied in relation to issues concerning
the human operator, such as human-computer interaction,
situation prediction, and scene perception [73], [74], see
Tables 2 & 3.
It is of note that autonomy in the maritime domain can
take many forms. On one hand, there are small-scale, low
endurance industrial or scientific Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUV). On the other, concept designs of large-scale,
ocean-going Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS)
are being pursued for commercial shipping. Apart from differences in operational and design aspects, the latter are still
at a prototype phase at best [75], while the former are used
extensively by various stakeholders [76]. The earlier focus
on AUV and the more recent attention to MASS may in part
explain why there has been less focus on human-in-the-loop
experiments compared to the road transport domain, and less
attention to issues such as trust in autonomy.
The observed disparity of keywords between the considered transportation modes may arise from at least the following: (1) a different emphasis on the research priorities
as determined by stakeholders or (2) intrinsic differences in
the operational aspects of particular transportation modes.
For instance, it is postulated that a large portion of maritime
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accidents involves human-centred causal factors [71], [77],
but human-oriented aspects of SA are not as commonly investigated as in other transport modes.
The comparative dearth of research on the human element
in the context of SA for autonomous maritime systems could
also originate from it being easier to examine a large number
of human operators for more common modes such as road
transport, and the lower costs of simulator test centres for
those. Conversely, it may be more difficult to find a representative sample of highly qualified seafarers with whom
to perform tests concerning SA and human-oriented concepts or study themes. Perhaps the perceived need to study
human perception and situational awareness in road transport
is also higher because of the comparatively higher risk to
human life this transport mode entails, especially in mixed
traffic situations with pedestrians and cyclists. In contrast,
operators in the maritime domain are professionals usually
navigating vessels in areas with less direct human activity.
Another aspect may be related to the operational conditions
of maritime transportation. As typical ship speeds are significantly lower than during car driving, the research may
be more focused on ensuring the reliability of devices and
technical aspects in general than on SA itself, due to the
longer operator’s response time.
4) CROSS-DOMAIN TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE

As can be concluded from Figure 6, the information flow
of scientific findings related to situation awareness in
autonomous transportation systems is rather unidirectional.
The analysis of citation trends indicates that technologyoriented research draws from humanities (i.e., psychology
and ergonomics) and is propelled by them. This can indicate
two issues: (1) results of generic, human-oriented studies
can be applied to at least some of the transportation modes,
and more generally that (2) conducting basic research on
human psychology has a direct effect on the development
of applicable technologies. The latter is of particular importance in terms of shaping the research funding policies on
various levels of governance. As it appears, some safetycritical aspects (SA) of technologies that already are or will
soon be market-ready (autonomous transport) could not be
sufficiently investigated solely by their designers and developers. Building on the foundations laid by those involved in
basic research proves crucial yet again. This proves that basic
research shall be included in research strategies as it is at least
as important for the development of future technologies as
applied sciences.
On the other hand, there is little feedback from technologyoriented research to the fundamental one oriented on studying
the situation awareness itself. This may suggest that although
the psychology-oriented research is being conducted (at least
to some extent) in separation from technological advancements, the latter can still benefit from its achievements. However, a stronger interaction between the applied technology
development domain and the scientific disciplines concerned
with psychology could be beneficial, both to further advance
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applications and to gain new insights on situational awareness
and to test its associated theories in practical settings.
From Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is seen that several documents deal with multiple modes of transportation as well
as very general ones, which indicates that at least some
issues can be shared or transferred from one domain to
another. However, such cross-domain knowledge exchange
remains relatively unexplored, indicating possibilities for
future research and technical development. It must be noted
however that the transportation modes are intrinsically different due to their operational contexts, so some findings,
methods, or test setups may not be easily transferable.
Nevertheless, the development of autonomous transport systems (including maritime ones) may benefit if its stakeholders include cross-disciplinary cooperation in their agenda.
Herein, certain actions might be taken not only by individual
researchers, but also on an institutional level through e.g.,
cooperation agreements.
5) RESEARCH COLLABORATION IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN

The research cooperation in the SA aspects of maritime
autonomous vehicles appears to be very limited. This may be
caused by the fact that the scientific literature on autonomous
maritime systems is less extensive than for instance for
autonomous cars. The research into maritime autonomy has
not yet sufficiently developed to study more detailed aspects
of situational awareness in relation to various technological
developments. One of the reasons may be the scarcity of
operational research objects. Once this happens, more cooperation may be needed to solve more complex problems, or to
perform empirical tests in simulator settings.
The results of Table 6 unsurprisingly indicate that most of
the SA-related studies are performed in countries which are
widely regarded as maritime nations. Among these are the
United States of America, the United Kingdom, and Norway.
Although the former is not a shipping power in terms of the
number of merchant ships registered or owned [78], it remains
a major naval power with a significant R&D budget. Notably,
the US Department of Defense is the second-most productive
institution in SA-related research on autonomous transport,
see Table 7. This interest is however largely motivated by
research on UAVs, rather than on MASS.
Further inspecting Table 7, it is observed that there
are quite many industrial organizations listed, as well as
several military-affiliated research organizations. Some of
these are even more productive than some universities listed
in the table, which is different from other scientometric
work on transportation [22] and safety [39], which is more
strongly academia-focused. This may indicate the relevance
of the SA-related research to the practical implementation of
autonomous transport technologies. The total contribution of
the authors affiliated with these institutions may in fact be
larger as companies, due to their nature, work on the development of commercial products. Therefore, the associated
authors presumably cannot publish all details of the solutions
proposed or raise all issues related to the problem so as
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to not expose them to the competitors or negatively affect
intellectual property rights. A similar phenomenon may affect
the number of papers published by the authors affiliating
military institutions. Those also cannot publicly present all
of their insights to maintain strategic advantages.
Just as with cross-disciplinary cooperation and knowledge
transfer, similar solutions can be sought within the maritime domain, e.g., through enhanced cooperation between
research institutions. In particular, those not being burdened
with corporate or defence-related bans on the dissemination
of their results.
B. LIMITATIONS

Like every study, the results of the presented work should be
seen in light of some limitations associated with the method
applied. First, there are uncertainties related to the process
of data gathering, explained in Section 2.1. Among these are
choices made in the design of the search query, incomplete
coverage of all academic work by the WoS database, indexing
criteria that exclude some of the potentially relevant papers,
as well as indexing delays in the WoS.
Furthermore, uncertainties can be related to the application
of data analysis methods. The procedure included manual
extraction of certain data related to the papers in the sample
and as such involves a certain degree of subjective judgment.
This especially concerns the assignment of the papers to the
relevant mode of transportation. However, as this analysis
was done by transport domain experts, the potential for misjudgment is rather low.
Another limitation can be attributed to the research topics
analysis, shown in Section 3.2. Herein, the keywords were
used as input as declared by the authors of the original paper.
This may cause some topics to be missing from the current
analysis as they were touched upon in the original papers
but considered marginal by their authors. The latter would
rather focus on the main findings and topics of their research
and not list others in the list of keywords. Such limitations
are typical of scientometric analysis, see e.g. [39]. Hence,
the presented scientometric analysis is primarily intended
to provide a high-level overview of the research domain.
Specific aspects of this domain, such as issues related to
specific technologies, methods, or experimental studies can
only be investigated through traditional review methods.
C. FUTURE WORK

The potential future works may include identifying ways of
enhancing the cross-modal transfer of SA-related research
findings. Obviously, it is likely that not all of these can be
transferred directly, but it is worth exploring in more depth
what concepts, ideas, and methods could be applied in similar
domains. From a maritime perspective, the potential for borrowing ideas and findings already explored in other modes
could focus on topics such as take-over, trust, supervision,
and perhaps surprisingly, safety. Reflecting on the limitations
of scientometric analyses to provide in-depth insights into
particular topics, it could therefore be beneficial to write
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state-of-the-art reviews of these topics in the context of SA
and automation across transport modes, to advance these
topics based on more detailed findings.
Another general potential for growth of the understanding
of situation awareness concept within autonomous transport
systems lies within closer cooperation between basic and
applicable research scientists. Apparently, the latter uses the
results obtained by the former, but the reverse does not seem
to be the case. Such research could more closely couple
the research in psychology or ergonomics with the advances
made in technology by investigating human-oriented aspects
of technologies which actually being developed, or which are
already operating in real environments. In return, a deeper
understanding of the basics of human performance within
highly automated systems including SA could foster technological developments and improve the safety performance
of autonomous transportation. This could be of particular
importance within the maritime transport domain where the
technology is still relatively new and requires an increased
research effort.
From a bibliometric perspective, the future effort can be
directed into identifying the amount of effort dedicated to the
situation awareness of (1) autonomous vehicles themselves
and (2) humans supervising them and expected to step in in
case of an emergency.

Finally, it was found that the cooperation links between
institutions and countries active in maritime-related, humanoriented research are rather weak.
The results can be relevant to research institutions
already active in the investigation of situation awareness of
autonomous vehicles, as well as scholars willing to join the
effort. Several avenues for future scholarship are identified as
well, in line with the aim of this article to provide high-level
insights into the research domain.
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